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Revision:

Personal subject pronouns; Possessive adjectives; Indefinite articles; Plural nouns; Possessive case; 
To be; This, that, these, those; Have got; Imperative; Object pronouns; There is, there are; a/some/any; 
Prepositions of place
Introduction and greetings, spelling out, giving personal information; Describing people, giving 
instructions and directions, talking about ability and possibility

                        
 GRAMMAR

 Present Simple
 Prepositions of time
 Like/love/enjoy/hate + -ing
 Wh- questions
 Frequency adverbs
 Expressions of frequency /  How long…?
 Can/could for permission
 Countable and uncountable nouns with some/any/no

 How much/many, a lot, a little/a few, not many/much
 Present continuous
 Present simple vs continuous
 Too/(not) enough
 Past simple: to be and can

 Regular and irregular verbs: affirmative
 Regular and irregular verbs: negative and questions
 Too much/too many
 WHO, WHAT, WHICH : subject and object pronouns
 Possessive pronouns (whose and possessive pronouns)
 Comparative adjectives  ( + not as ….as,  less………..than)
 Superlative adjectives
 Present continuous for future
 Going to form
 Making suggestions : Let’s, How about, Do you fancy
 Will
 Adverbs of manner
 Present perfect 
 ever, never, just, already, yet
 been vs gone
 echo questions
 should/shouldn't



 must/mustn't
 have to/don't have to
 reflexive and reciprocal pronouns
 verb patterns: +ing form, +to infinitive,+base form

FUNCTIONS
 Describing routines, telling the time, saying dates, talking about preferences
 Describing your hometown, talking about frequency, talking about the weather, asking 

for and giving permission
 Talking about quantities, talking about prices, buying food and drink
 Describing what people are doing, asking for information, offering help, checking 

information
 Talking about ability in the past, talking about the past, describing photographs
 Making comparisons, making plans and arrangements, making/agreeing to/rejecting a 

suggestion
 Making predictions and giving opinions, talking about personal experiences
 Giving advice, talking about obligation, prohibition and permission, agreeing and 

disagreeing
 Talking about obligation and lack of obligation, describing a job, taking and leaving 

messages
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